International Project Manager/ Economist specialized in International Project Management

**Organization in charge:** Corvinus University of Budapest  
**Specialization:** Economic Science  
**Program instructor:** Bálint Blaskovics, PhD, PMP®  
**Length of program:** 2 semesters  
**Language of the program:** English  
**Location:** Budapest  
**Division:** correspondence training  
**Program Type:** normal

The aim of the program – which is developed in the course of a cooperation with the PMI Budapest, Hungarian Chapter – is to train project managers who can adopt to the challenges of the 21st century, and are able to manage medium complexity projects in normal and virtual environment. The program focuses on – besides providing a comprehensive, modern, and professional theoretical background – how people can apply that knowledge which they learn in practice. Thus, the program combines the practice orientation with teaching classic project management methodology and the requirements of the modern era.

**NAME OF THE QUALIFICATION IN THE DIPLOMA:**  
International Project Manager; Economist specialized in International Project Management

**APPLICATION REQUIREMENT:**

- **International Project Manager:** undergraduate diploma in any field is accepted  
- **Economist specialized in International Project Management:** undergraduate diploma in economics  
- Personal interview focusing on the candidate’s project management experience, language skills and motivation

**DOCUMENTS NEEDED FOR APPLICATION:**

- Resume/CV (focusing on focusing on project experience experience) is needed  
- Language exam certification (if there is any)  
- Photocopy of college or university degree

**APPLICATION AND OTHER INFORMATION**

**WHOSE APPLICATIONS ARE WE WAITING FOR?**

This program is highly recommended for those, who want to learn – besides a comprehensive theoretical background – solid and widespread knowledge applicable in practice. Thus, we recommend this program for those, who want to work as a project manager in the future, or – as a practitioner – want to improve their current level of project management knowledge. We also recommend to have at least 1-2 years of project (not necessarily project management) experience or participation in leadership programs, in order to maximize the efficiency of the program.

**Form of financing:** fee-paying training

**Early bird:** 10% discount for every semester’s fee if you apply until 15th July 2022.

**Tuition fees:** 595,000 HUF / semester

**For more information:** jelentkezes.part.time@uni-corvinus.hu  
https://www.uni-corvinus.hu/main-page/programs/specialist-postgraduate-programs/?lang=en#international-project-manager